DOG TRAINER comprehensive Lesson 3

Capture an Offered Behavior
Exercise 3.2
In this exercise, you’ll capture a high frequency behavior your dog naturally oﬀers. Next,
you’ll put it on cue!

You’ll need
Dog (clicker-savvy)
Clicker and treats
Rate of Reinforcement Worksheet (at least 2 copies)

Setup
CHOOSE A BEHAVIOR TO CAPTURE
Capture a behavior your dog does naturally and one that happens with high frequency.

1. You can take advantage of your treat delivery to get this behavior to occur with

2.
behavior from exercise 3.1. This behavior gives you the opportunity to further
develop the mechanical skills you began to hone with eye contact / stand and it
happen quickly, so you’ll need to keep your eyes peeled for the behavior and
your clicker hand ready to go!
3.
This makes it an excellent behavior for learning to add a cue. You’ll accomplish
adding a cue to this behavior in exercise 3.3.
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day and note his various behaviors.
Try to choose one that happens with enough frequency that you can readily capture it. If
you choose instead to capture a behavior that happens with low frequency, you can
and using a mouth “click” when you see the behavior occurring outside your training
sessions.
Note your chosen behavior on the Rate of Reinforcement Worksheet and Cue
Worksheet.

SET UP THE TRAINING AREA
for your dog.

Training Steps
1. Warm up.
Start with a fun, 1-minute session in which you provide some “freebie” clicks and treats
or click / treat for known behaviors.
2. Take a quick break.

3. Click / treat for lip lick for one minute.
Provide your learner a “freebie” starter treat. Click the instant
consuming that treat and give another treat. Repeat for one minute.
4. Take a training break.
Take your dog out of the training area and do something he ﬁnds enjoyable (e.g. play
with him, pet and praise him, get him a drink). Ending a training session abruptly can
inadvertently punish a dog. Be mindful of this and end each session with a fun and
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GREAT JOB! NOW IT’S TIME TO RECORD THE DATA FROM YOUR SESSION.

Record Session Data
(e.g. “8” C/Ts, “1” minute, note “brief tongue ﬂick” or “full lick of chops”). Note
anything important.

Conduct 2 additional 1-minute training sessions
Click / treat for lip lick for a total of three 1-minute sessions with breaks in between.

Data Review
1. Review the numbers recorded on the Rate of Reinforcement Worksheet for your
ﬁrst three sessions.
2. Calculate the rate of reinforcement for each session as the number of C/Ts divided
just the number of C/Ts within the one minute session).
3. Plot the rate of reinforcement for each session on the worksheet graph. To ﬁnd the

edge (“Rate of Reinforcement”) of the graph; mark the box where the “Session”
column and “Rate of Reinforcement” row intersect.
4.
your graphs. If your dog is becoming aware of what you are clicking for, would you
expect the number of C/Ts to increase from the last session, stay the same, or
decrease?
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Conduct three additional 1-minute training sessions
Data review
5. Review, calculate and plot the rate of reinforcement on the worksheet for the
second series of sessions.
6.
stay the same or decrease?

7. What is your conclusion? Is your dog learning what behavior is making you click?
How can you tell?

THINGS TO CONSIDER

8.

change your conclusion that he “understands” what behavior is being clicked?
9.
always in the same place, how does that change your conclusion that he
“understands” what behavior is being clicked?
10.
11.
of C/Ts per minute: an increase from the last session, the same rate of
reinforcement, or a decrease?

NEW SITUATIONS: CONDUCT ADDITIONAL TRAINING SESSIONS
12.
To Consider! Use a fresh Rate of Reinforcement Worksheet.
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13.
average).
14. Review, calculate, and plot the rate of reinforcement as before.

Excellent job! You’re ready to add a cue to this behavior in exercise 3.3!
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